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In the tradition of In Cold Blood and The Executioner’s Song, this haunting, insightful, and
surprisingly intimate portrait of Saddam Hussein provides “a brief, but powerful, meditation on

the meaning of evil and power” (USA TODAY).The “captivating” (Military Times) The Prisoner in
His Palace invites us to take a journey with twelve young American soldiers in the summer of

2006. Shortly after being deployed to Iraq, they learn their assignment: guarding Saddam
Hussein in the months before his execution.Living alongside, and caring for, their “high value
detainee and regularly transporting him to his raucous trial, many of the men begin questioning
some of their most basic assumptions—about the judicial process, Saddam’s character, and the

morality of modern war. Although the young soldiers’ increasingly intimate conversations with
the once-feared dictator never lead them to doubt his responsibility for unspeakable crimes, the
men do discover surprising new layers to his psyche that run counter to the media’s portrayal of

him.Woven from firsthand accounts provided by many of the American guards, government
officials, interrogators, scholars, spies, lawyers, family members, and victims, The Prisoner in

His Palace shows two Saddams coexisting in one person: the defiant tyrant who uses torture
and murder as tools, and a shrewd but contemplative prisoner who exhibits surprising affection,

dignity, and courage in the face of looming death.In this thought-provoking narrative, Saddam,

known as the “man without a conscience,” gets many of those around him to examine theirs. “A

singular study exhibiting both military duty and human compassion” (Kirkus Reviews), The
Prisoner in His Palace grants us “a behind-the-scenes look at history that’s nearly impossible to
put down…a mesmerizing glimpse into the final moments of a brutal tyrant’s life” (BookPage).

Praise for The Prisoner In His Palace“Reminiscent of Truman Capote’s In Cold Blood . . . Like
Capote before him, Bardenwerper brilliantly portrays not a cardboard villain, but a complicated

man who was unquestionably sadistic but also manifested flashes of generosity and
compassion. . . . Bardenwerper has revealed one of the greatest little-known war stories in
American history.”—Andrew Carroll, New York Times bestselling author of War Letters“In the
American imagination, Saddam Hussein functions as nothing more than a two-dimensional

despot, a monster who terrorized and gassed and desecrated his own people. He was. He did.
Will Bardenwerper’s The Prisoner in His Palace reveals something else about Saddam, though,

something less simple than that known caricature and certainly more troubling: he was a human
being, a human like all of us, a human being with hopes and dreams and regrets that woke him

in the dead of night. Saddam wrote poetry and longed for his family and treated the American
soldiers tasked with guarding him during his trial with kindness and generosity of spirit. This is a
brave and piercing book.”—Matt Gallagher, author of the novel Youngblood and Kaboom:
Embracing the Suck in a Savage Little War“In skin-crawling detail, Will Bardenwerper effectively

captures a unique time and place in an engrossing history. A singular study exhibiting both

military duty and human compassion.”—Kirkus Reviews“Reveals the gritty humanity of Saddam
through the eyes of the young American soldiers assigned to guard him in the last months

before he is hanged. A disturbing and entirely captivating piece of literary journalism.”—Kai Bird,
coauthor of the Pulitzer Prize–winning American Prometheus and New York Times bestselling

author of The Good Spy: The Life and Death of Robert Ames“Expertly examines Saddam
Hussein.”—Vanity Fair“In war, the enemy is always the ‘the other.’ What makes The Prisoner in
His Palace so captivating is how Bardenwerper brilliantly juxtaposes the brutal acts that Saddam

Hussein perpetrated against his own people, with the dignified and even tender manner in which
the Iraqi dictator interacted with his American guards. What the book reveals is that our common
humanity turns ‘the enemy’ into someone quite unexpected.”—Peter Bergen, New York Times

bestselling author of Manhunt: The Ten-Year Search for Bin Laden from 9/11 to

Abbottabad“Takes you inside the minds of the prisoner and his protectors, whose sole task is to
guard the ‘Vic,’ or Very Important Criminal. . . . The book is captivating . . . a study of how
proximity has a propensity to be persuasive, even when the common area is a cell in the

basement of a courthouse.”—Military Times“The Prisoner in His Palace finds humanity in a
singularly inhuman figure, Saddam Hussein. Through meticulous reporting and beautiful
storytelling, Will Bardenwerper has crafted a portrait that is both deeply moving and deeply

disturbing. This book challenges the tired constructs of ‘good versus evil’ that have led us into so
many ill-conceived wars.”—Elliot Ackerman, author of Green on Blue“Compelling.”—New York

Post“Will Bardenwerper has succeeded in writing a book about the Iraq War from a wholly new
perspective. This superb account of the twelve men assigned to guard Saddam Hussein forces

us to acknowledge that there can be honor and courage on all sides in war. Absolutism is for
people who’ve never been there.”—Nathaniel Fick, New York Times bestselling author of One
Bullet Away“Searing . . . Bardenwerper breathes an impressive amount of life into a story that

hurtles toward death from the opening page.”—War on the Rocks“Thoroughly engrossing . . . We

want to believe that Saddam Hussein was a monster, but reading this, you’ll learn that he was
quite human—which is even more chilling. I highly recommend this book to anyone interested in

our recent war in Iraq, or in the heights and depths of human nature.”—Karl Marlantes, New York

Times bestselling author of Matterhorn and What It Is Like to Go to War“Bardenwerper gives the

reader a close look at a real-life supervillain, and how easy it is for him to gather minions at his
feet. . . . Tightly-constructed and engaging.”—The Rumpus“A moving and perception-altering
book that exposes how wrong we are in so much of what we assume about war. . . . Mr.

Bardenwerper forces us to turn our gaze not only on those we have killed but on those who were
there to see the task done.”—Eric Fair, Pushcart Prize-winning essayist and author of the
memoir Consequence“The Prisoner in His Palace is an affirmation of human dignity even in

people who have behaved horrifically and in situations where you would least expect to find it.”—
San Quentin News“A searing, beautifully crafted exploration of humankind’s capacity for both
boundless savagery and awe-inspiring perseverance. By tracking down and listening to the

soldiers who stood watch over Saddam Hussein during the dictator’s final days, Will

Bardenwerper has done far more than just commit a heroic act of journalism; he has also

created an extraordinary work of history that should be read by all who seek to understand how
evil can flourish, and how it can be defeated.”—Brendan I. Koerner, author of The Skies Belong
to Us and Now the Hell Will Start“A moving account.”—5280 Magazine“An important

contribution . . . The stories of the American soldiers who guarded the Iraqi leader serve as a

sharp reminder of war’s complexities, contradictions, and costs.”—J. Kael Weston, author of The
Mirror Test: America at War in Iraq and Afghanistan“The book’s action will pull you along like any

great military adventure, but bubbling underneath is an absorbing and sometimes heartbreaking
survey of young men grappling with a moral certitude that begins to shift below the desert sands
they’re standing on.”—Tim Townsend, author of Mission at Nuremberg“Astonishing . . . Through

meticulous research and a keen eye for detail, Bardenwerper does the near impossible:
convinces the reader to empathize with Saddam Hussein during his sad final days. The Prisoner

in His Palace is a deeply human book, and though we all know the ending, I couldn’t put it

down.”—Brian Castner, author of The Long Walk and All the Ways We Kill and Die“Riveting . . .
Brings the reader face-to-face with the specter of Saddam Hussein in captivity. An unforgettable,

essential read.”—William Doyle, author of A Soldier’s Dream: Captain Travis Patriquin and the

Awakening of Iraq“The Prisoner in His Palace will be many things to many people. To this writer
and combat veteran, it is an exhilarating, extraordinary, and damning look in the mirror.”—Adrian
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dedicated to my parents, Walter and Patricia.That afternoon there was a party of tourists at the
Terrace and looking down in the water among the empty beer cans and dead barracudas a

woman saw a great long white spine with a huge tail at the end that lifted and swung with the tide

while the east wind blew a heavy steady sea outside the entrance to the harbor.“What’s that?”
she asked a waiter and pointed to the long backbone of the great fish that was now just garbage
waiting to go out with the tide.—Ernest Hemingway, The Old Man and the SeaAUTHOR’S

NOTEThe American soldiers who guarded Saddam Hussein in his last days, the self-dubbed
“Super Twelve,” were forbidden from keeping a journal, or from even mentioning their mission in

communications with loved ones back home, so there’s no documentary evidence to confirm the
exact date of some of the episodes recounted here. The soldiers were, however, later
interviewed by Army historians as part of the Army’s oral history program. I was provided these

interviews by Michael Gordon in 2010 as I assisted him with research for his book The

Endgame: The Inside Story of the Struggle for Iraq, from George W. Bush to Barack Obama.
Consequently, in constructing this book’s chronology, I began with the recollections the soldiers

shared in these oral histories before conducting nearly sixty hours of my own interviews with
some of the soldiers. (Those interviews are among the nearly one hundred I conducted with

government officials—both U.S. and Arab—as well as scholars, spies, lawyers, and others with
unique insights.)If a passage is enclosed in quotation marks, it means that I obtained it from an
interview or material published elsewhere.Much of the dialogue in this book wasn’t recorded as

it happened, and in these instances the speaker’s words aren’t in quotation marks. The remarks
do, however, faithfully represent the recollections of people involved in the conversations and, in

the case of Saddam’s interrogation, declassified FBI accounts.Throughout the book, in

referencing source material, I’ve made some grammatical changes for the sake of clarity and

minor edits for brevity.Though this book is a work of nonfiction, I have taken certain storytelling
liberties, particularly having to do with the order and arrangement of scenes. In so doing, I’m
confident that I’ve accurately captured the essence of what happened.I researched and wrote
about the events recounted in this book as a journalist. Though I was serving as an infantry

officer in Anbar Province, Iraq, when Saddam was executed, I did not participate in or have
firsthand knowledge of the events in this account. Furthermore, none of the material in this book

was derived from my subsequent time working as a civilian in the Department of Defense.One
last thing: All the characters in this book are real. To protect privacy in certain cases, though, I
have used the following pseudonyms: Andre Jackson, Luke Quarles, Tom Flanagan, Chris
Battaglia,

Art

Perkins,

Jeff

Price,

James

Martin,

Tucker

Dawson,

Joseph,

Amanda.CHARACTERSThe Super TwelveFirst Lieutenant Andre JacksonStaff Sergeant Luke
QuarlesSergeant

Chris

BattagliaSergeant

Tom

FlanaganSpecialist

Steve

“Hutch”

HutchinsonSpecialist Art “Old Man” PerkinsSpecialist Adam RogersonSpecialist Chris
TaskerPrivate First Class Tucker DawsonPrivate First Class James MartinPrivate First Class Jeff

PricePrivate First Class Paul SpharOther Key PlayersRamsey Clark—Former U.S. attorney

general who assisted with Saddam’s defenseRobert “Doc” Ellis—Master sergeant who provided
medical care to SaddamRaghad Hussein—Saddam’s eldest daughterRod Middleton—FBI

agent who interrogated SaddamJaafar al-Moussawi—Chief prosecutor in the trialDr. Najeeb al-

Nuaimi—Former Qatari minister of justice brought onto Saddam’s defense team by the dictator’s

daughterRauf Abd al-Rahman—Took over as judge in Saddam’s trial and saw the proceedings
to a verdictTIMELINEApril 28, 1937: Saddam is born in Awja, Iraq.October 7, 1959: Twenty-twoyear-old Saddam participates in a failed assassination attempt on then Iraqi prime minister Abd

al-Karim Qasim.July 17, 1968: The Baath Party seizes power in a bloodless coup led by Ahmed
Hassan al-Bakr, who assumes the presidency with Saddam serving as a deputy.July 16, 1979:

Saddam forces Bakr’s resignation and officially seizes the presidency.August 2, 1990: Iraq
occupies Kuwait.August 2, 1990–February 28, 1991: The United States leads a coalition of thirty-

four countries against Iraq.September 11, 2001: Al Qaeda attacks the World Trade Center and

the Pentagon, inspiring many of the Super Twelve to join the military.March 20, 2003: The United
States initiates a bombing campaign that begins the Iraq War.December 13, 2003: Saddam is

captured by U.S. forces.December 2003–June 2004: Saddam is interrogated.October 19, 2005:

The trial of Saddam for crimes against humanity begins.August 2006: The Super Twelve begin
their deployment.November 5, 2006: Saddam is found guilty by the Iraqi High Tribunal and
sentenced

to

death

by

hanging.December

30,

2006:

Saddam

is

executed.INTRODUCTIONBaghdad, Iraq—December 30, 2006It was time.The old man slipped

into his black peacoat, then deliberately placed a dark fur hat on his head to protect against the
predawn chill.This December night was one of the coldest the American soldiers had

experienced in Iraq. Six of them stood outside the bombed-out palace that had been converted
to hold the prisoner. They could see their breath in the night air. They were dressed in “full battle
rattle,” clunky in their Kevlar vests and helmets with mounted night-vision goggles. They each

carried a full combat load of hundreds of rounds of ammunition. As they scanned their
surroundings for anything out of the ordinary, six more soldiers led the prisoner outside into an
idling Humvee for the short ride to the landing zone.The silver-bearded old man moved

deliberately, almost proudly, working to maintain an upright posture despite the bad back he

often complained of. His arms swung freely at his sides. Nearby, two Black Hawks waited, rotors
already a blur, violently kicking up clouds of loose sand and gravel. The greenish glow of the

soldiers’ night-vision goggles added to the disorienting maelstrom of sound, temperature, and
light. It was always a shock for the young men to emerge from the cocoon-like warmth of the cell
area and approach a waiting helicopter, its furious power ready to provide vertical lift and whisk
away the man they’d come for.The six MPs who clustered around the old man led him into one of

the Black Hawks, ducking under the swirling rotors and gingerly climbing aboard so as not to trip

—their night-vision goggles impaired depth perception. One of the soldiers was especially
vigilant, having been instructed to keep a close watch on the prisoner for “anything froggy.” The

soldiers were joined by two medics and an interpreter, who lent welcome body heat to the

cramped fuselage. Once the first group had piled on board, the other six soldiers quickly filed
onto the second Black Hawk.The choppers lurched skyward, beginning their short flight to an

Iraqi installation in Baghdad’s Shiite Kadhimiya district. A brief look of fear flashed across the old

man’s face when the chopper bounced a bit in some rough air. He’d always been a nervous flier.

Otherwise he was silent and stoic.As soon as the choppers landed, the soldiers ushered him to

a waiting “Rhino,” a massive armored bus. The American soldiers piled in alongside, as did the
Lebanese-American interpreter, who always had a tough time wedging his large frame into the
vehicle.It was eerily quiet as the thirteen-ton Rhino began rumbling across the compound in the

chilly predawn hours. There was none of the casual banter that usually accompanied missions;

none of the familiar jokes volleyed between buddies who’d grown to know each other’s
idiosyncrasies. Just silence.After a short ride, it was time to turn the man over. He rose from his

seat near the back of the Rhino and carefully straightened his black peacoat, making sure it
wasn’t rumpled from the brief ride. One of the soldiers had carefully applied a lint roller to it
before they’d left his cell. The man then began to walk slowly from his seat near the back toward

the front door. As he made his way to the front of the dimly lit armored vehicle, he stopped to

grasp each of the twelve young Americans and, in a few cases, to whisper final private
words.Some of the soldiers now had tears in their eyes.When the old man reached the front, he

turned to them one last time and said, “May God be with you.” With that, he bowed slightly, and
turned toward the door.PART ITHE SUPER TWELVEIs evil something you are? Or is it
something you do?—Bret Easton Ellis, American PsychoCHAPTER 1Ocala, Florida—

September 11, 2001The phone rang, waking Steve Hutchinson from an uncomfortable sleep.

His head was pounding, his mouth sandpaper. He was staying at his cousin’s house, and his

large frame was draped across the couch. It felt like it had only been a few hours since he’d

passed out there after getting home from a long night working security at the Midnight Rodeo, a
rough honky-tonk bar in the central Florida town of Ocala. He blamed the nasty headache on the

beers he’d torn through after his shift ended around 4:00 a.m. Though he tried to ignore it, his
phone kept ringing, each series of tones sending searing pain through his hungover skull. Too

sapped of energy to hold the phone to his ear, he put it on speaker and clumsily dropped it to the

floor.“Turn on the TV,” a voice urged. It was his cousin’s wife, calling from work, and she sounded
panicked.“Which channel?” he asked.“Any of them,” she replied.It was just after 9:00 a.m. on
September 11, 2001. Hutchinson turned on the television just in time to see United Airlines

Flight 175 strike the South Tower of the World Trade Center, not quite twenty minutes after
American Airlines Flight 11 had slammed into the North Tower.Until that morning he’d been on
an uncertain career path. A muscular former Georgia high school football and baseball standout,

he’d been working for the county road department during the day and doing some bouncing at

the Rodeo at night, but the images of a smoldering lower Manhattan decided something in him.
“I wasn’t getting over there fast enough,” he’d later say, referring to his decision to join the Army

and go overseas.Baghdad, Iraq—August 2006Five years later, Steve Hutchinson, known as
Hutch to his buddies, was doing the “duffel bag drag” across the steamy tarmac of Baghdad
International Airport, often referred to as BIAP. He’d arrived as part of the 551st Military Police

Company based out of Fort Campbell, Kentucky, and he knew the drill. Like many who joined the

military in the wake of the September 11 attacks, he’d found himself thrust into an exhausting

operational tempo. By 2006, he’d already spent a year deployed to Iraq during the initial invasion
in 2003, and another in Afghanistan. He was one of the more tenured members of his squad of
eleven other American military policemen, mostly in their twenties, who’d just arrived

“downrange.” The youngest, Private Tucker Dawson, wasn’t yet twenty-one; the oldest, Specialist

Art Perkins, was in his mid-thirties. With the “War on Terror” already nearly five years old, about
half had deployed previously while the other half had spilled from the Air Force C-130 into a

combat zone for the first time. The lieutenant to whom they reported, Andre Jackson, was a
recent ROTC graduate. The junior enlisted soldiers and noncommissioned officers (NCOs)
under his command came from all over the United States, though a disproportionate number

hailed from working-class communities scattered across the Rust Belt.They didn’t know it yet,
but in a few months they’d be playing a pivotal role in a historical drama they couldn’t have

imagined.The men—there were no women in the squad—had grown reasonably tight in the
months preceding deployment. They’d performed countless training missions back at Fort

Campbell to prepare for deployment, which they expected would be spent carrying out
assignments common for military policemen—for example, guarding detainees and providing

convoy security. And during the training lulls those who were single grabbed some downtime at
Kickers bar or the Lodge in nearby Clarksville, Tennessee, while the married among them stuck

with more domesticated routines, such as taking turns babysitting each other’s kids so that they
could enjoy dinner with their wives at the popular Yamato’s Japanese steakhouse off post.Those

who’d deployed before, like Hutchinson, Art Perkins, Tom Flanagan, and Chris Tasker, were
familiar with the routine. Less so Tucker Dawson, Adam Rogerson, and Paul Sphar, for whom

this was an altogether new adventure. Sphar had barely been allowed to deploy at all, due to his
persistent weight problems. In the months leading up to their leaving for Iraq, Sergeant Chris

Battaglia had “run the dogshit” out of Sphar to trim his ample midsection. The young private

stood out from the others for reasons other than his weight, though. The fact was, he seemed a

better match for a skate park or mosh pit than a military parade ground. He was covered in
tattoos, proud to have almost a “full shirt” of them.The soldiers had arrived in Iraq after a
marathon journey that took them from Fort Campbell to Maine to Germany to Kuwait to—at last—

BIAP’s floodlit tarmac. The temperatures had continued to linger in the nineties even after the

sun had set, and before the men had even finished unloading their bags, their clothes were
drenched in sweat. It was a not-so-subtle reminder that they were far from home, and that this

was for real.CHAPTER 2Baghdad, Iraq—August 2006Upon arrival at Baghdad International

Airport, each soldier in the twelve-man squad was issued an initial magazine containing thirty

rounds of 5.56 ammunition. As the men were shuttled by local “hajji buses”—run-down vehicles
that wouldn’t be out of place in communist Havana—to Freedom Village, the collection of
containerized housing units, or CHUs, that would serve as their new homes, they took notice of

the ubiquitous Hesco barriers and concrete walls designed to provide cover from the incoming
mortar and rocket fire.That the fortifications suggested potential danger was both sobering and

exciting. Unbeknownst to the new arrivals, they were in fact stepping into a cauldron of violence
whose temperature had been steadily rising since the initial invasion had unseated Saddam

Hussein in 2003. It was now the summer of 2006, and U.S. commanders were so alarmed by the

escalating Sunni versus Shia violence in Baghdad that twelve thousand additional troops were
being rushed in. Just days before Hutch and the others had arrived in Iraq, a Sunni suicide

bomber had detonated himself outside one of Shia Islam’s holiest places, the Imam Ali Mosque

in Najaf, killing 35 and injuring 122. Volunteers would scramble for hours afterward to mop up the

blood and collect body parts.Confronting the deteriorating security situation would be the work

of another day, though. For now, giddy excitement gripped those who were experiencing a war
zone for the first time, and everyone—not just the greenhorns—rushed to lay claim to creature
comforts that would have been unimaginable in previous conflicts. In a peculiar way, this ritual of

appropriation reminded Specialist Adam Rogerson of scenes from the MTV show The Real

World, in which new roommates arrive at their group house and madly scramble to claim the
most desirable living spaces. In the case of Rogerson and his squad mates, the hunt was on for
fridges and televisions sold cheap by the National Guard unit they’d be replacing. Though the

conditions were hardly luxurious by standards back home, those who’d deployed before into
more austere circumstances recognized that they now had it pretty good.The squad would

spend its first week shadowing the outgoing National Guard unit. These transitions were always
a little awkward, because the soon-to-be departing soldiers were fatigued, somewhat jaded, and
itching to get home, while the incoming units brimmed with enthusiasm—especially the younger
soldiers eager to put their training to use.The soldiers from Campbell were initially assigned a

grab bag of missions, some resembling those they’d trained for, and others falling into their laps

by default, since they were a well-trained combat support unit that was part of the Army’s storied
101st Airborne Division. The twenty-first-century American Army was still in many ways a tribal

institution, and within its various hierarchies, the 101st was regarded as “squared away”—Army
parlance for “competent and professional.”“Our squad was good at what we did,” Adam

Rogerson would later say with pride. “We trained hard, learned how to call in nine-line
medevacs, stick IVs in each other, and went on lots of twelve-mile ruck marches.” These things

mattered to Rogerson, and indeed to most of the squad, which exhibited a pride bordering on

cockiness that is common in hard-charging units.CHAPTER 3Baghdad, Iraq—summer of

2006The twelve MPs were tasked with overseeing security at a hospital staffed by American
medical personnel who were responsible for treating both coalition service members and Iraqi

insurgents wounded in combat operations. Located just inside Baghdad’s Green Zone, the

facility was a grim, nasty place. The doctors were buffeted by relentless waves of trauma injuries,
and they labored long hours to save lives in a dilapidated building in which blood would

sometimes pool on the floor and flies were a persistent menace. Some of the suspected
insurgents had to be handcuffed to their beds as they were treated. Chris Tasker, who, like
Hutchinson, had been “hell-bent” on enlisting after the attacks of September 11, once had to pin

down a suspected insurgent who’d been shot in the neck and was flailing around on his gurney.
Not caring about the man’s allegiances, the doctors struggled intently to peel back his torn flesh

and treat his hemorrhaging wound.Some days the squad never left the hospital. They made
themselves useful by helping the nurses replace dressings on the same insurgents they thought

they’d come to this country to capture and kill. Many of the squad members were frustrated to be
essentially “babysitting bad guys,” some of whom were only in their early teens but already

spitting on the Americans who were laboring to take care of them. Looking back later on the
experience, Rogerson said, “They didn’t like us, and we didn’t like them, but they had to see us

every day, and we had to see them.”The squad was also assigned periodic convoy escort
missions, which at least got them out of the hospital, and more closely resembled what they’d

imagined doing in Iraq. Every trip “outside the wire,” as soldiers referred to patrols beyond the

secure perimeter of their operating bases, entailed a degree of risk, which was actually
welcomed by some of the less experienced and more eager troops. Specialist Art Perkins wasn’t

one of them. Already in his mid-thirties, Perkins had left the Army and married a woman he’d met
while stationed in Germany. But then he reenlisted years later. Bespectacled and knowledgeable

on a diverse array of topics, Perkins reminded Rogerson of the comedic actor–turned–pundit
Ben Stein. Perkins exhibited Stein’s dry wit and curmudgeonly manner. Some soldiers took to
calling Perkins “Snapple,” after the trivia questions inside the tops of the juice bottles, since he

would volunteer so many random facts. To Hutch, “Old Man Perkins” seemed like “an

unsuccessful tweedy professor who had all this random knowledge,” and whose attitude was the

antithesis of the “hooah” brand of enthusiasm that the Army inculcated in young recruits.One day
the squad was tasked with providing security for a convoy bound for the U.S. Embassy, a
mission that most welcomed, since it might provide an opportunity to enjoy the State

Department cafeteria. As they snaked their way through Baghdad’s often chaotic streets,

Rogerson stood in the Humvee’s turret manning the .240 machine gun, doing the best he could

to remain vigilant, scanning for potential roadside bombs, waving Iraqi traffic to the side, and,
unavoidably, baking in the overpowering sun. He looked forward to the relief that would come

when they finally reached the embassy and he could strip off his body armor. He imagined his
inflamed back muscles relaxing after hours of forced tension. Upon arriving at the embassy,
shirts soaked in sweat, looking like they’d just dragged themselves from a swimming pool, the

soldiers dismounted from their Humvees and quickly stripped off the suffocating protective gear

they were required to wear outside the wire. Everyone’s mouth watered as the men envisioned
the spread of food and cold Gatorades that awaited. All but one, that is. Perkins refused to leave

his vehicle. He was volunteering to stay behind, which was unnecessary, since they were

already in the secure Green Zone. The soldiers were confused and asked Perkins why he wasn’t
joining them. Then Rogerson noticed that not only was Perkins’s uniform top soaked, as were
most of theirs, but so, too, was a large area around his crotch. He’d peed himself.Accounts differ

as to what had triggered the unfortunate release. Some contended that Perkins simply couldn’t
hold it anymore, while others suggested that a distant explosion or outbreak of small arms fire
had spooked the Old Man, causing him to lose control of his bladder. Whichever theory was

correct, Perkins would be mercilessly reminded of it for weeks. Specialist Rogerson and Private

Dawson were the chief teasers. They constantly referenced the Will Ferrell comedy Talladega

Nights, in which a young boy says, “And I never did change my pee pants all day—I’m still sitting
in my dirty pee pants.” Dawson, a fresh-faced twenty-year-old who looked like he’d just stepped

out of an Abercrombie & Fitch catalog, reminded the more awkward and less photogenic Paul
Sphar of the “new kid in school who’s trying hard to impress the cool people right off the bat.”

Rogerson, the popular jock who wasn’t many years removed from roaming the hallways of North
Ridgeville High School outside Cleveland clad in his Rangers football jersey, was the perfect ally,

and to Perkins’s continuing dismay, he was their perfect foil.After one especially long and hot

patrol, Rogerson began wrestling with his .240 machine gun while the rest of the squad knocked
out their usual post-mission tasks. Old Man Perkins happened to be pontificating—or so

Rogerson considered it—and the grimy, sweaty Ohioan tackled the smaller, somewhat chubby

Perkins. Rogerson pinned Perkins on the ground and wrapped him up in the strap of his machine

gun. Later admitting to a tinge of guilt for his overheated outburst, Rogerson explained, “He was
my roommate, and I liked him, but I’d just had enough.”Meanwhile, the rhythm of life in Iraq—the

loading up of the gun trucks, going out on convoys, and returning to base to steal some time for

relaxation—continued. In this, the squad of MPs was not unique. U.S. soldiers across Iraq were

embarking on hundreds of patrols, largely indistinguishable from theirs, every day.Hutchinson
remembers the moment when everything changed.Their transition from an ordinary squad of
military policemen to the Super Twelve, as they’d take to calling themselves, began one night as

Hutch returned from a mission and looked forward to some downtime to relax. He was the father

of two young daughters and one son, and tried to visit the Morale, Welfare, and Recreation
(MWR) tent as often as possible to call home and hear his kids’ “crazy little stories.” It was a
routine he’d grown familiar with over the past five years, since he’d spent more of that time

deployed than at home. The MWR tents were charmless yet treasured. They included a bank of
phones and some Internet terminals, separated by plywood partitions, at which soldiers would
queue up to briefly tap into the currents of life back home. On this night, though, Hutch wouldn’t

get the opportunity to talk to his wife, as he was summoned to a meeting with his squad leader,
Sergeant Luke Quarles.Quarles, who hoped to qualify for the Army’s Special Forces when he

got back to the States and had been spending his downtime in Iraq pursuing an exhausting
fitness regimen to improve his chances, told his assembled team, We have a mission change,

boys. No more convoy escorts. No more watching low-level hajjis. You may not like it, you may
like it, but bottom line is, we’re gonna do it. We’ve been assigned a high-value detainee.This

news, while intriguing, didn’t come as a shock, since “detainee ops” were a common assignment

for military policemen. What came next, however, was anything but common.The detainee was

Saddam Hussein.For an instant, there was a collective intake of breath, then the smart remarks
started. “We should kill him!” someone half-jokingly exclaimed. Fuck him, let him burn, thought
Hutch.Chris Tasker was dejected when he learned the news. “I was bummed, since I wanted to

be on patrols outside the wire, not guarding people.”As anyone who has ever joined the Army
knows, “closing with and killing the enemy” is a core objective that the institution continually

reinforces. This ethic is ingrained in any number of ways, from having soldiers achieve

marksmanship proficiency by shooting hundreds of rounds at life-sized silhouettes to conducting

bayonet drills while chanting, “What makes the green grass grow? Blood, blood, blood!” It’s all
designed to erode a person’s natural aversion to taking a human life, so that if the time comes in
battle, a soldier won’t hesitate to pull the trigger.Now, though, after having spent months stoking

these soldiers’ enthusiasm for mixing it up with the “bad guys” outside the wire, the Army was

assigning them the task of standing watch over a prisoner in his jail cell.Sensing the frustration
of Tasker and some of the others in the squad, Sergeant Chris Battaglia tried to boost morale,

explaining: Dudes, you’re going to be guarding Saddam Hussein, that’s pretty cool.Yeah, I guess
you’re right, it’s not that bad, Tasker responded. Still, he wasn’t convinced he’d get much out of

the mission. His knowledge of Saddam was limited to the basics; he was aware of Iraq’s wars
against Iran and Kuwait, for example, and, more generally, that Saddam had been “a vicious
dude killing his own people.”Hutch also had reservations about the new mission. “At first I was

really hesitant about it,” he later recalled. “Nobody wakes up one day and wants to spend time

with a guy who’s been accused of all the things Saddam was accused of.” Hutch considered
asking for a transfer before concluding that he’d never backed down from anything and wasn’t

going to start now.The squad’s youngest member, Tucker Dawson, quietly marveled, Out of all
the people in the Army, how did I get chosen to do this?CHAPTER 4Baghdad, Iraq—summer of

2006Steve Hutchinson was working nights again. But he was a world away from listening to
country music and peeling drunken brawlers off each other’s back at the Midnight Rodeo in
central Florida. His first shift guarding Saddam began at midnight.Hutch found himself in the
bowels of the Iraqi High Tribunal (IHT), the courthouse that had been constructed to try Saddam

and his seven codefendants for crimes against humanity. Beneath the courtroom was a

collection of subterranean cells—essentially glass cages—in which Saddam and his

codefendants would be held on the days when they were in court. When the proceedings were

in session, the defendants would bunk there for up to a week at a time.The IHT was housed in a
former Baath Party headquarters building, a hulking, pillared structure that bore a resemblance

to many of Saddam’s palaces. The IHT had been established by the Americans and modeled on
UN war crimes tribunals. The court had chosen to try Saddam for the reported killing of 148

Shiite residents of the Iraqi town of Dujail, in response to a failed assassination attempt that had

taken place when Saddam had visited the town in the early 1980s. The Dujail crackdown was an
odd choice as the first crime to prosecute Saddam for, given the other, more well-known killings

for which he was thought to be responsible, most notably the chemical gas attacks directed at

Iraqi Kurds during the Iran-Iraq War.The previous days had been an exhausting blur for Hutch.
He and the rest of the Super Twelve had been forbidden from telling anyone about their new

mission. Not only would they not be allowed to tell their loved ones what they were doing, but
they wouldn’t even be permitted to keep a journal of their experiences. They were told that their

email correspondence would be monitored, and that they’d be subject to random searches to
make sure that they weren’t taking notes about what they were observing.With those warnings

still echoing in his head, Hutch took a seat on an old metal chair outside Saddam Hussein’s
shatterproof Plexiglas cell. The dictator appeared to be sleeping comfortably. His temporary

home was at the end of the hallway, the last of four cells. The man whose palaces dotted the
landscape above was now locked up in a subterranean hallway that had all the charm of a boiler

room. It was dreary and claustrophobic. The cell itself looked a bit like a hospital nursery for
newborns. A concrete wall was topped by Plexiglas starting around waist level so that the
prisoner could be observed from the outside.The Super Twelve would eventually take to calling

their temporary lodging beneath the IHT courtroom “the Crypt,” since their quarters, just down
the hall from the detainees, was dark twenty-four hours a day to accommodate the fact that, at

any given time, some of them would be sleeping. Life in the IHT was divided into eight-hour
shifts, but it was the night shift Hutch was now settling into that was devoid of any noise
whatsoever. “It was so deafeningly quiet that the silence was loud,” Hutch would later say.He’d
been a “screamer” on previous deployments at detention facilities. The job of the screamer was

to let detainees know on their arrival that no guff from them would be tolerated. As Hutch
explained it: “You give them that initial shock, where you stand in front of ’em, probably about an
inch from their face, and scream out the rules and regulations of the camp. . . . Your job is to

establish that the guard has ultimate control of the guard-detainee relationship.”Though Hutch
had vowed to treat this as just another mission, as he sat observing Saddam late that night he

felt smaller than he ever remembered feeling. He wondered if he was the right person for this

unique duty. His mind wandered back to the first Gulf War, when as a young kid he’d written to
soldiers deployed to Iraq and sometimes received notes back that included Iraqi dinar—
Saddam’s face staring from them—as a souvenir. The man he’d always imagined as a larger-

than-life demon was now snoring in front of him.The soldiers had been instructed to maintain
visual contact with Saddam at all times to ensure he wasn’t able to harm himself, or be hurt by

others. In the wake of the Abu Ghraib prisoner abuse scandal, the United States was acutely
aware of the public relations disaster that would result from allegations of mistreatment. Hutch

was joined during this eight-hour overnight shift by two additional guards. An NCO was assigned
to observe Saddam remotely via a closed-circuit TV camera, while a “roving” guard patrolled the

area and was on call for any additional tasks that might pop up. Not long ago, the assignment

would have been unimaginable to some of the younger soldiers who at basic training had

performed similar roving guard duty armed with fake “rubber duck” rifles.The IHT was a massive
facility consisting of several floors that included the courtroom and an “amphitheater-like” room

resembling “mission control in Houston” in which security personnel monitored a large bank of
TV screens showing the underground cells.“You could sit in mission control and watch the
prisoners taking a dump if you were so inclined,” wryly recalls William Wiley, a Canadian lawyer

who was assigned to assist with Saddam’s defense.Having settled into his uncomfortable chair
just outside Saddam’s cell, Hutch began anxiously leafing through a graphic novel, Resident
Evil: Code: Veronica, to pass the time. Over the course of this deployment he’d eventually work

his way completely through the Harry Potter books and the Hunger Games series, ostensibly so
that he had something to discuss with his daughter when he called home.Suddenly, the silence
was shattered. “Chemical” Ali Hassan al-Majid, one of Saddam’s top lieutenants, had begun

praying in a nearby cell. Ali was accused of having helped mastermind a genocidal campaign
that used both chemical and conventional weapons to try to exterminate Iraqi Kurds, who were

considered a threat to Saddam’s rule. According to Baath Party records, the man who’d
suddenly risen from his cot to pray aloud had once signed orders instructing the Iraqi military to

“carry out random bombardments using artillery, helicopters, and aircraft at all times of day or
night to kill the largest number of persons present in those prohibited zones.” The orders

instructed northern field commanders that “all persons captured in those villages shall be
detained and interrogated by the security services and those between the ages of fifteen and

seventy shall be executed after any useful information has been obtained from them.”All told, Ali
Hassan al-Majid may have been responsible for the deaths of more than a hundred thousand

human beings.Saddam, who’d been snoring, was abruptly awakened by Ali’s prayers, and
began to tiredly mumble prayers of his own, all the while remaining prone in bed. He seemed to
be going through the motions, without much feeling, as if he were trying to get it over with as

quickly as possible. Though the Baath Party that Saddam had led was in theory secular, he’d
launched a “faith campaign” in the 1990s designed to push Iraq in a more devout direction. He’d

even donated blood at regular intervals so that a copy of the Koran could be written entirely in

the dark red liquid. The extent to which Saddam’s religious faith was sincere was a much
debated topic. Hutch, though, wasn’t expending mental energy wondering if Saddam’s

halfhearted prayer was genuine or not. Instead, his mind was troubled by thoughts that only a
week prior would have seemed far-fetched, such as that Sunni insurgents might somehow break

into the heavily fortified Green Zone in an effort to free their deposed leader.Hutch chided

himself for letting his imagination run wild. Still, there was something spooky about being down
in these shadowy underground corridors late at night, surrounded by men with so much blood

on their hands. The man who’d been sleeping just a few feet away had, after all, once said, “I

wish America would bring its Army and occupy Iraq. I wish they would do it so we can kill all
Americans. We will roast them and eat them.” Hutch couldn’t help but equate Saddam with
Hannibal Lecter, the iconic serial killer in The Silence of the Lambs: diabolically manipulative,

“the greatest devil on the planet—someone who could kill you instantly.”More nervous than he’d

expected to be, Hutch resolved to remain vigilant and not let down his guard in Saddam’s
presence. In addition to the possibility that insurgents would somehow launch a mission to free

Saddam, he’d also been cautioned to watch out for an unbalanced soldier trying to harm the
former president, either as an act of vigilante justice or to become famous.It was then that he

heard a noise coming from the shadows down the hall. While he didn’t want to leave his post, he

needed to determine what it was, so he crept forward in the direction of the sound, heart racing.
It would be just my luck that something crazy happens on my first night, he thought. Inching

closer to the source of the commotion, fearing the worst, he was startled by a cat that suddenly
leapt out of the shadows and darted past him. You’ve got to be fucking kidding me, thought
Hutch. Relief quickly turned to embarrassment as he recognized his own jitteriness.The rest of

the night passed without event. Saddam fell back asleep, and from that point forward offered

only an occasional snore to break the silence. Hutch returned to his graphic novel, finally able to
throttle his imagination down to a manageable level.Private Sphar, who pulled similar nighttime

shifts, later reflected that during times like these when Saddam slumbered he was like a lion at
the zoo. “He looked majestic and peaceful, but if you removed the glass, you’d see a different

animal.” Over the many days and nights that the Super Twelve would interact with the former

Iraqi ruler and see his different sides, many would wonder about his origins. Dr. Jerrold Post,
founder of the CIA’s psychological profiling unit, simply referred to him as “the most traumatized
leader I have ever studied.”CHAPTER 5Al-Awja, Iraq—late 1930sAwja means “the turning,” and

the town is named after a sharp bend in the Tigris River, on which it sits. Elites in Baghdad
sometimes refer to the region as a Hamptons socialite might describe a blue-collar bumpkin

from a rural hamlet in West Virginia. Awja was, by all accounts, a frightening backwater, a place

that achieved notoriety for its violence even within a larger society in which bloody feuds were
common. It was rife with bandits who found its location ideal; passing barges, en route from
Mosul to Baghdad, proved especially vulnerable to low-level piracy, as they had to slow down to

carefully navigate the twist in the Tigris as they floated past.Awja was desperately poor, a

sinister place inhabited by locals who spoke in a rough unrefined dialect and were famously

prone to resolve disputes with violence. Even the natives of Tikrit, just a few miles upriver on the
Tigris, reportedly shuttered their market stalls when rough men from Awja strode into town, too
aware of the potential for thievery and violent confrontation. The region resembled “the badlands

in a western movie,” and the local Albu Nasir tribe was known as “a difficult lot of people, cunning

and secretive.”A Middle East scholar, Amatzia Baram, tells the story of a Jewish family in the
1930s—the Vilkhas, from Tikrit. Merchants, the Vilkhas were well-to-do by local standards, and
had gotten to know a pregnant woman named Subha from nearby Awja. The Vilkhas had heard

that Subha’s twelve-year-old son was extremely sick with headaches and vomiting. Recognizing
that mother and son needed to get to the hospital in Baghdad, the Jewish family offered to
deliver them there in their black sedan, since the Vilkhas had a sister in Baghdad who lived

across the street from the hospital.They rushed to the hospital, where they leveraged family

connections to make sure Subha’s son was quickly seen by a doctor. But it was too late. The boy
died on the operating table, perhaps of a brain tumor, and Subha fell into hysterics. She’d always
been an odd one, Subha, different from the other villagers—she fancied herself as something of

a clairvoyant—and her son’s death seems to have magnified her eccentricities and instability.
Despairing that she no longer had a husband—he’d disappeared months before—and that her

son had died, she supposedly tried to smash her pregnant stomach against the door on the way
out of the hospital, hoping to crush the life out of her eight-month-old fetus. She then tried to
launch herself under a bus.The Vilkhas returned the distraught Subha back to her home in Awja,

where one of the Vilkha women alleged that Subha would scream, “I’m carrying Satan in my belly
—this fetus has already killed his father and his brother and wants to be the only man in the
family.” Despite Subha’s mental instability, she eventually gave birth to “a beautiful, intelligent,

sweet, somewhat naughty and mischievous young boy.” She named him Saddam, meaning “one

who confronts.”Saddam likely grew up in a cramped one-room mudbrick dwelling without

electricity or running water, and with only a dirt floor to sleep on. He was subjected to cruel
taunts from the village boys for not having a father, who was rumored to have been killed in an
act of banditry, and he was bereft of his older brother, who might have helped shield him from

abuse. Forced to navigate the dusty alleyways of the desolate riverside town alone, he
reportedly took to wielding an iron bar to fend off attacks. He quickly learned what it took to
survive in this predatory world, becoming what Arabs called a “son of the alleys.”Saddam hardly

had a childhood. As a young boy he’d cower as his stepfather, a brutish man known locally as
“Hassan the Liar,” lunged toward him with a large pipe, soaked in boiling tar, swinging wildly. The

man cursed at the boy, calling him the “son of a dog,” and laughed menacingly as he tried to

duck the blows. A former CIA analyst began a story about him by saying, “When Saddam was a
child,” before catching herself. She continued, “If he ever was a child.” Saddam was forced to

survive on his wits and strength from the very beginning.Awja was and is a deeply patriarchal
society. Tribal codes in Iraq are more dominant in rural towns like Awja than in more diverse
cities. Local strongmen—sheikhs—dominate their fiefdoms like mafia dons, employing both

carrot and stick to remain on top and ensure that their tribe remains strong relative to

rivals.Observing early in life the brutal and unforgiving Awja brand of governance, Saddam
would go on to become one of its most skilled practitioners.CHAPTER 6The forbidding
backwater that spawned Saddam Hussein couldn’t have been more different from the idyllic

backyards of Amherst, Ohio, where young Chris Tasker and his childhood friends reenacted
Civil War battles, clutching toy muskets and pretending to be the officers and generals they’d

read about in history books. The boys would converge after school, eagerly don mismatched
scraps of Civil War–era regalia—Tasker’s family didn’t have enough money to buy him a proper

uniform—and practice military formations. His buddy even located a recipe for hardtack, a
dietary staple of Civil War infantrymen, and would cook it up for them to snack on as they
pretended to set up camp.Amherst hadn’t changed much since those childhood days. The big
difference was that when Tasker was home between deployments, instead of marching around
in an ill-fitting Union or Confederate uniform, he and his grown-up friends spent their free time

bar crawling, visiting the Captain’s Club, Pour House, and Ziggy’s on downtown’s Park Avenue. It

was a city of slightly more than twelve thousand where Lenten fish fries at the local VFW Post

1662 were still popular on Friday nights in the spring—an overtly patriotic spot on the Ohio map
that was often draped in American flags, the kind of place celebrated in Bruce Springsteen’s
elegies for the Rust Belt working class.While hitting the bars back home prior to his deployment

to Iraq, Tasker always kept pretty quiet about his time in Afghanistan. He’d politely answer
questions if asked, but he didn’t go overboard volunteering stories. He didn’t want to be one of

those guys who get ridiculed as “hometown heroes”; the type who serve as supply clerks while
deployed, but return with stories that are full of blood and guts.Tasker also tried to savor every
moment with his girlfriend, Amanda, since he knew from experience what it would be like to go

for a year without female companionship. She was the sister of a childhood friend and Tasker
had always known her, but it wasn’t until he went to a birthday party for her while on leave from
basic training that he began falling for her. During his subsequent deployment to Afghanistan,
their virtual relationship picked up steam.When he got back to the States, their relationship was

still long-distance, but not so long: she was at Ohio State and he at Fort Campbell. He tried to

make the six-hour drive up to visit her as often as he could. Sometimes, when he prowled the
campus with Amanda and her friends, it occurred to him how exotic he must seem, having done

things in Afghanistan that were beyond the comprehension of most students whose lives were
defined by Buckeye football and fraternity parties. In those moments, he felt both proud and a
little wistful. It must be nice for your chief worry to be the next big paper that’s due.
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Ninos Youkhana, “I Am Sorry Saddam. As an Iraqi American, I must say thank you very much for
writing this book. Thank you for writing a historical account for the Iraqi people to know. I lived

almost 20 years under his dictatorship. I never believed that one day Saddam would be dead in
my lifetime and witness that day. I ate at the same dining facility that Super 12 took food to

Saddam. I knew his linguist. I ran outside doing my cardio around the palace where Saddam was
held as a prisoner. I use to always think about him inside his own palace now and I am free
American. profound feeling, now body would understand. After seeing what happened to Iraq, I
said, I'm Sorry Saddam. I wrote a post on my blog titled, "I Am Sorry Saddam". Google it...and
read what I wrote.”

Kenneth R. French, “A Masterpiece -- Mr. Bardenwerper lets you look the Devil in the eye. This is

a truly great book. In 2006, 12 Soldiers deployed to Iraq and were tasked with guarding Saddam
Hussein. Through a series of anecdotes – memories of the “super 12” – Bardenwerper brings to

life the man many equate to pure evil in the final months of his life. However, as the Soldiers
grow close to him, first as a part of their duty, later through genuine affection, I found myself as
confused about this evil man as they did. Importantly, Bardenwerper never lets the reader forget

the horrible atrocities and culture of fear that Saddam was responsible for during his reign, but
the striking difference between that Saddam and the one the Soldiers grew to know (and maybe

even love) is unsettling.Ultimately, the beauty of the book is in the story-telling. Having spent

over 2 years of my life fighting in that country, I appreciate how Bardenwerper accurately

portrays the various feelings of a deployment and accurately describes Army culture. He also
captures the spirit of the American Soldier. Most importantly, by bringing to life the Dictator and
his supporting cast, we are reminded that ordinary people, maybe even good people, are

capable of doing horrific things.If I have one critique it’s that the book is too short. I wanted
more. I needed to better flush out these mixed emotions I have about that man that took me
away from my family for years and is responsible for the death of hundreds of thousands. But

sometimes closure is an illusion. I really enjoyed reading this book and I think a variety of people
would enjoy it too. I hope this is just the first in a long line of books by this author – I am a fan.
Highly recommend!”

Robert James Vandevoort (Show Low, Arizona), “A Welcomed Work to the History of America in
Iraq. From the date in December, 2003, when Saddam Hussein was captured by the 4th Infantry
Division and SOF Task Force 20 in his Ad-Dawr spider hole, to his execution just over three

years later, there has been little behind-the-scenes public knowledge about Saddam’s detention

and interrogation by the U.S. military and Intelligence services. That has now all changed with
the recently published “The Prisoner in His Palace” by first time author Will Bardenwerper.This

work is a welcomed addition to the history of both America’s involvement in the Iraq wars, as well

as examining who exactly was Saddam Hussein. Author Bardenwerper focuses primarily on the

twelve military policemen from Fort Campbell, who had the responsibility of guarding Saddam,
during his final year of life. The chapters tend to be short and focused, versus many histories that
seem to go on and on after the point was made.It is interesting for these soldiers to discover the

acts of kindness exhibited by Saddam, who also on occasion refers to the twelve as his sons.

The author brings balance into the “good” Saddam, by including chapters that go back to earlier

events, that showed the “evil” Saddam, most certainly a cruel individual that had arranged for the
deaths of hundreds of thousands. It seems unreal that there are still Saddam’s on this earth,

depots and tyrants, that Saddam would be proud to know that they are in his image.We all know
how this story ends, and that was the third-world hanging, by Iraqi thugs or rather government
thugs. This reader remembers well the disgust watching the execution. Yes, Saddam deserved
to die, but there should have been some dignity in his execution. This thought was also

expressed by some of those that had guarded him in those final months. This is a book worth
reading. Well done Mr. Bardenwerper.”

P. Connell, “Brilliantly researched and well written. A combat veteran with an Ivy League

education, Bardenwerper is the perfect person to write this book. Saddam Hussein was a

despicable tyrant; but he was treated with compassion by his American guards which brought
out another side of his character. I learned a lot about Iraq, Hussein and the sacrifices made by
our American soldiers. It was important to hear their stories, too. It made me feel proud and

grateful to be an American where we treat a horrible person on death row with kindness and
dignity rather than with brutality and torture as practiced by the Iraqis. Saddam must've been
astonished by his treatment and ended up considering the American soldiers his friends, if not

family. This book would be an excellent choice for book clubs with fertile ground for lots of
discussion.”

Kelly, “WELL RESEARCHED & ENJOYABLE READ. Well written. An enjoyable read, with quite

a bit of insight into the "real" person, behind the media monster. Yes, he did absolutely horrible

things, beyond anything that could ever be consider acceptable. But he was also a human

being, which this book shows, as opposed to the cartoon caricature that we were provided by
the media. Prior to his removal the Sunni and Shia lived side by side without outright warfare.

They may have lived and gotten along out of fear of not doing so and experiencing the wrath of
their dictator, but we now see how this monster was apparently necessary in order to keep a lid

on the powder keg of Iraq. Once Saddam Hussein was removed it became apparent the
purpose he served in keeping a lid on the hate and violence. This book showed that although

Saddam Hussein did monstrous things, he was also a human being. A lonely, paranoid human

being. Perhaps only a monster like Saddam Hussein could've kept a lid on the powder keg of
Iraq. Unique insight into the human side of a monster by those assigned to guard him during the
last days of his life. A front row seat to a remarkable part of history.”

Rondiggie, “An Insightful and compelling read.. A brilliant read, I couldn’t put it down. An
incredible insight into a very, very complex man and the duplicity of foreign governments.”
Mark.H, “Four Stars. Yep a book worth reading. Well researched.”
Bruce McNeil, “Five Stars. This was a very interesting book.”
Francis G., “Close review of President Sadam Hussain. Revolutionary President Sadam

Hussain. Arab World lost a good leader and in last days no one supported him. Instead of death
sentence He should haven given asylum in some gulf countries.”

Edroy Pires, “Good read. As the title of the book suggests, this is a narration done well on the
time time spent by the tyrant once captured and flash backs on what he did when in power, it
doesn't include details of the crimes he committed, except for a few.”
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